
WASH          EXAM TWO REVIEW    SPRING 2017 
{Workshop in Art Studio + History}  	 	 	 	 	 	 	                                                                                                                         shsuWASH.com                                                                             


Exam Style & Format: Your exam on is FRIDAY, April 21st at 9:30am: ARRIVE EARLY {!!!}
50 questions; combination of matching & multiple choice. The format will be very similar to your first exam, however there will NOT be any 
images on this exam.  Each question is worth two points. You will not need a scantron for this exam or a blue book. Just bring a pen or pencil.
There will not be a written or essay component on this exam.

Study your previous exam & quizzes. Pay close attention to the vocabulary found on each studio handout.

                                 
Readings you will be responsible for:
Launching the Imagination by Mary Stewart - Chapters ten, eleven, thirteen & fourteen. 
Understanding Comics by Scott McCloud, chapter on Time {available on SHSU lecture Blackboard}
It would be wise for you to review readings, as well as EXAM ONE, QUIZ ONE & QUIZ TWO in preparation for this exam. Vocabulary is 
crucial, especial elements & principles of design. 

Artist Presentations given in lecture:
Broad details that were clearly communicated from phase five & six of artist presentations given during lecture. You are only responsible for ideas 
presented/discussed in the presentations that were given during lecture. 

Menil Field Trip:
General details about the collection at the Menil, Rothko Chapel & Cy Twombly Gallery. More details can be found at https://www.menil.org. 

Art21 Video:
Barry McGee & Maya Lin segments of the PBS Art21 series: https://art21.org/artists/

Studio Project & Lecture Vocabulary:  
Focus on all key terms that overlap vocabulary in your readings & studio assignments. Consider broad ideas/terms that we have been discussing 
both in studio & in lecture. Below are a few terms you should definitely be prepared to see on the exam. 
- grouping  - containment   - proximity  - continuity   - repetition   - closure   - balance   - scale  - proportion  - contrast - psychology of color
- focal point  - context   - contour - achromatic  - additive & subtractive building   - emphasis  - pattern    - composites - skeleton - assemblage -

traditional & transformative materials - time - graphic relationship - spacial relationship - rhythmic relationship - sequence - types os shots in time 
based work - crosscutting - duration - tempo -intensity - scope - setting - chronology - spacial context - frame - storytelling - series - beat - style - 
- narrative types - advertising strategies - non-narrative- casualty - color wheel - color schemes - content - gesso- sampling - opaque - 
transparent - realistic  - abstract - nonrepresentational - artistic collaboration  - convergent thinking  - elevator pitch -shade - tint - tone

- line - thumbnail - storyboard   - cradle frames - color schemes {!!!}   - 64” from the floor/eye level  -site specific - rods & cones {seeing color}       
ALL elements & principles of design!!!

Tips for Success:
Learning how to study is an important skill & will be different for everyone. Follow this link to find lots of helpful campus resources on exam 
preparation, reading comprehension & time management.  http://www.shsu.edu/dept/counseling/study-skills.html

http://www.shsu.edu/dept/counseling/study-skills.html

